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Arnold Fritz Jr.
Arnold Fritz Jr.

Species: Geshrin
Gender: Male

Age: 37
Family (or Creators): Father: Arnold Fritz Mother: Cynthia Corcyra Fritz Cousin: Vladmirus Corcyra

Zodiac Sign: Taurus
Height: 6'
Weight: 180 lbs

Organization: United Outer Colonies
Occupation: Assembly Member

Physical Characteristics

Height: 6' Mass: 180 lbs Bra Size: N/A

Build and Skin Colour: Rather average build with a light tan.

Facial Features and Eye Colour: Light blue eyes with a bit of a baby face, often with a reasonably
stern expression plastered on it.

Hair Colour and Style:

Distinguishing Features:

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Arnold is certainly a nice person, although due to his rather sheltered upbringing, he's
rather boring. He's also known to be “a total dick”, according to some of his Nepleslian drinking buddies,
when he has a fair amount of alcohol in him.

History

Pre-RP

Arnold was born on Nepleslia to a reasonably wealthy Air Biking promoter and his very ditzy wife on a
warm summer day. He led a sheltered, and quite boring childhood for several years until PNUGen's
plague hit. His parents quickly swapped their Nepleslian bodies for Geshrin ones, and then moved from
Nepleslian homeworld to Geshrinthall, which was quickly renamed Yamatai.
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Arnold's parents were avid Ketsurui supporters, and his father went to work for KFY. His mother stayed at
home and squandered vast sums of money of useless whims. When he was finally old enough to leave
home, Arnold did so gladly, with a full education in government and a number of humanistic fields under
his belt. He worked in the Yamataian government for a while, and found the work interesting. He was
transfered to Taiie and then Jiyuu with the 5th XF, working in various bureaucratic positions before the
UOC became independent. By the time they had, he was in a mid-level government position, and decided
to run for office as a member for the Assembly.

Character Data
Character Name Arnold Fritz Jr.
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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